**Gawler**

**Sunday 5th July 2020**

**Weather Condition:** Fine  
**Track Condition:** Good

**Stewards**  
J Jones, M Fernholz, M Herrmann, J Carey  

**Veterinary Surgeon**  
Dr M Hague  

**Late Scratchings**  
NIL

---

**Race 1**  
**G-SIX THE BUNYIP MAIDEN STAKE**  
400m Maiden  

- A swab sample was taken from the winner LENKO LASS.  
- Shortly after the start MOMBASA ZAC turned its head outwards at LONG GULLY DINO and was reported for failing to pursue. On the first turn LENKO LASS moved down checking LONG GULLY DINO and BACK TO BOSS.  
- BACK TO BOSS was vetted after the race with no injury detected.  
- Stewards acting under GAR 69A(2)(b) suspended MOMBASA ZAC for 3 months all tracks and until the completion of a satisfactory trial.

---

**Race 2**  
**G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE**  
400m Grade 6  

- SLICK FERNANDO went up with the lids. On the turn into the home straight and along the home straight MOLLY’S BURNER raced wide.

---

**Race 3**  
**2020 GAWLER PRODUCE CONSOLATION**  
531m SE  

- On the first turn HE’S ALL OURS moved out checking HANK THE HUSTLER and TAX DEDUCTION causing HANK THE HUSTLER to fall. Approaching the turn into the home straight SPRINGVALE ORTIZ moved down checking DANCE MOVES.  
- HANK THE HUSTLER was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

---

**Race 4**  
**GAWLER DRY CLEANERS (N/P) STAKE**  
643m SE  

- Shortly after the start WEST ON BAMBOO moved down checking VICTA BORIS. Approaching the turn out of the home straight DEFY moved down checking VICTA BORIS.  
- ASTON CHANDON was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

---

**Race 5**  
**ACCELL THERAPY OPEN STAKE**  
400m Open  

- On the turn into the home straight JERVOIS BRUIT checked around the heels of WILD LOOKING then raced wide, then shortly after CAWBOURNE CROSS and LONG GULLY BOY came together and bumped.

---

**Race 6**  
**SECURE RACING LOGISTICS MIXED STAKE**  
400m Mixed 4/5  

- Entering the back straight PERUZZI BOLONEY moved down checking NIRIMBA PIRATE which dropped back and moved out checking VICTA NASH and CHIEF’S SIDEKICK. On the turn into the home straight PERUZZI BOLONEY raced wide.  
- NIRIMBA PIRATE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

---

**Race 7**  
**GIDDY-UP STAKE**  
400m Grade 5  

- On the first turn DIAMOND HEART moved down checking WESTGATE GIRL and SOL’S BUDDY which then fell, inconveniencing PREMIER PERUZZI. SOL’S BUDDY quickly regained its footing and went on to complete the course.  
- SOL’S BUDDY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

---

**Race 8**  
**2020 GAWLER PRODUCE FINAL**  
531m SE  

- A swab sample was taken from the winner LONG GULLY BARNY.  
- On the first turn SPRING VINNIE moved down checking OAKVALE STYLE and BUDDY GUY then SPRING VINNIE made contact with AIR MARSHALL and then moved out checking SPRING BURNER and BUDDY GUY. On the turn into the back straight BUDDY GUY moved down checking SPRING VINNIE.  
- AIR MARSHALL was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

---

**Race 9**  
**G-SIX THE BUNYIP STAKE**  
531m Grade 6  

- Approaching the turn into the home straight HOT DESERT STORM contacted the back of JUST MADGE causing HOT DESERT STORM to lose ground. There were no further racing incidents to report.  
- JUST MADGE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
**Race 10  G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA (SA BRED) STAKE  400m  Grade 6S**

-On the turn off the back straight BILLIE BURNER moved down checking MOMBASA BEN. On the turn into the home straight APHORISTIC took EMERLEY ELUSIVE up the track resulting in both greyhounds racing wide.

**Race 11  G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS (N/P) STAKE  400m  Masters**

- A swab sample was taken from the winner NUT ALLERGY.
- HESA MARLOW stumbled upon leaving the boxes. There were no further racing incidents to report.

**Race 12  G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY STAKE  400m  Grade 6**

- LEFEVRE LILL was slow to begin. On the turn into the home straight and along the home straight LEFEVRE LILL raced wide.

* Published subject to correction upon revision